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ABSTRACT:
Parallel computer architecture has become increasingly complex both in terms of memory subsystems and
computing units, resulting in great programming challenges to the application developers. While applications
must be optimized to fully utilize a large and diverse pool of resources, they must be programmed under an
elegant and simple code representation that allows for an easy code migration on the next generation
supercomputers. Data locality abstractions and asynchronous execution are seen as the potential solutions
towards alleviating the programming and scalability challenges. While programming abstractions provide
performance portability and programmer’s productivity, asynchronous execution meets the high demand for
performance and scalability of real-life applications. In this talk, I will present software solutions that I develop
and co-develop to easy application development process in terms of (1) programming model and programming
abstractions, and (2) runtime system. This talk will also feature the TiDA a tiling library and Perilla runtime
system.
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